GENERAL MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

1. CAUTION! Be extremely careful when handling the Knox Residential Box prior to installation. When not mounted, the door will be OPEN. Always hold box and door securely to prevent door closing on fingers and causing injury.

Tamper Alert: If your Knox Residential Box has the Tamper Alert feature, remove the Tamper Alert assembly and set aside for installation after the box is mounted.

2. Always mount your Knox Residential Box to a secure, solid wall, beam or post in an area sheltered from excessive moisture. For fire department use, consult your fire department for other mounting requirements such as height and placement on the building. A six (6) foot height level is recommended to resist vandalism.

3. Position the Knox Residential Box with green mounting markers pointed up with the hinge on the right-hand side to allow for proper drainage. Remove the green markers after installation.

4. Use a small level to plumb the box square.

5. Install the box using at least four (4) Grade 5 or Grade 8 fasteners (carriage bolts, etc.) of 3/8" diameter. Units must be mounted to solid beams or steel supports, or they may be welded into place. Do not mount face down from ceiling or overhang. This may cause contents to jam the lock.

6. For proper weatherproofing, caulk the back of box across top and down each side. Leave the bottom open for drainage.

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR SURFACE MOUNT

Surface models are designed for mounting on a flat wall. Do not mount face down from a ceiling or overhang area. Install the Tamper Alert assembly after the box is mounted and check to see that the “box to wall” Tamper Alert plunger is properly depressed. A qualified alarm installer should perform alarm wiring, testing and adjusting.

NOTE:
Suggested minimum mounting height: 6’ above ground

ATTENTION:
Installation of this product should be performed only by individuals skilled in the use of the tools and equipment necessary for installation. If you have any doubt concerning your competence or expertise, consult a qualified expert to perform the installation.
MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOOR HANGER

1. Place the Knox Residential Box with hanger over the top of the entry door. Position the unit on the hinged side of the door.

2. Check to see that the hanger does not interfere with the door weather seal.

3. For semi-permanent installation, fasten hanger to door with small screws or nails to prevent removal.

4. To convert the Door Hanger model to a Surface Mount model, remove the door bracket and mount using the Mounting Instructions for Surface Mount models on the previous page.

BOX LOCKUP:
When mounting of the Knox Residential Box is complete, contact your local fire department to inform them the box is ready for lock up. They have the only key to lock the box.

For private, industrial or commercial use:
Keys will be sent separately to address requested.

All Knox Residential Boxes are fully tested and listed by Underwriters Laboratories as anti-theft devices. Alarm Tamper Alert switches are UL listed as Central Station Alarm Units. UL Electrical Range: Max Voltage of 24 VDC at 50 mA.

UL 1332 Organic Coatings for Steel Enclosures for Outdoor Use Electrical Equipment
UL 437 Standard for Safety for Key Locks
UL 1037 Antitheft Alarms and Devices
UL 1610 Central Station Alarm Units
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MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOOR HANGER
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2. Check to see that the hanger does not interfere with the door weather seal.
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